Sovereign Letters Patent  
November 1, 2015

We, the living people, in whom the flesh lives and blood flows, who are inhabitants of the land acting upon our inherent sovereign nature and divine empowerment declare that the land and the seas and the air of our beloved planet belong to us as the true heirs and beneficiaries of the Earth;

We, the living people, declare and levy claim upon the National Trusts owed to the lands of America known and described variously as The United States of America and the United States of America and United Colonies of America, composed of fifty (50) organic states together with their Isle-lands and patents and all trusts and beneficial contracts owed to these lands and peoples inhabiting them, and all successors and derivatives thereof in perpetuity, as we are in joint sovereignty the lawful beneficiaries, possessors, entitlement holders and inheritors;

We, the living people, declare that these Sovereign Letters Patent fully restore and reclaim the assets of the land jurisdiction of aforesaid lands and assets that are a part of the North American Continent and also lay claim to the assets owed to these lands and peoples lying within the jurisdictions of the sea and air;

We, the living people, declare that these Sovereign Letters Patent duly served to the Principals responsible and to the International Community at Large clarify the identities, natures, and material interests of Parties to contracts and treaties and trusts that have otherwise been misrepresented and falsified, distorted and betrayed;

We, the living people, declare that neither we nor our nations are responsible for the fraud that has been perpetuated against us and our lands and our assets and against lands and assets of many other peoples and lands throughout the world by the Crown Temple and its agents;

We, the living people, issue these Sovereign Letters Patent to revive our nations, to uphold our national trusts for future generations, to ensure justice, to proclaim truth, and restore the true meaning of law under the guidance and protection of Divine Providence.

So say we, and we set our hands and seals before Him who gave us our authority:

Anna Maria Riezinger: I Was/ I Am/ I Will Be/Judge Appointed
James Clinton Blandair: I Was/ I Am/ I Will Be/Judge Appointed

I/we Anna Maria Riezinger certify that upon this 6th day of November in the year 2015, we have faithfully recorded our acts and sent original signed and sealed copies to: Pope Francis, Queen Elizabeth II, the United Nations Trust Committees, Secretary General Ki-Ban Moon, and the Bank of International Settlements: Anna Maria Riezinger